
 

The internet is full of interesting websites and services to help you learn something new. On the blog, it's easy to be lazy and just
teach yourself. But if you want professional help with learning topics that interest you, then here are 37 sites that will take your
skillset to the next level without breaking your wallet! Whether you're trying to master a new skill or just keep up with what's
trending in technology, it's hard to imagine how much easier it can possibly be thanks to these remarkable resources. From short
YouTube tutorials to long-form courses on Lynda.com, you can learn just about anything on the internet these days.

Perfect for teachers, students, and lifelong learners of all ages, this app is like having your own personal classroom in your
pocket. You'll find courses that will enhance your skills as a teacher or allow you to learn something new entirely. There are
even courses dedicated to helping students cope with ADHD and other mental learning disorders . With over 600 courses for
self-learners or employers looking to train their employees, this online video library is like having hundreds of professors at the
click of a button. All courses are free and available 24/7 so you can study whenever and wherever you want. Whether you're
looking for a fun or serious course, this online collection of courses is bursting with knowledge. With more than 50 different
topics, there's something for everyone at No Open Curriculum . More than just a place to list the top 40 websites of the hour,
this site has been around since 1998 and offers some great ways to learn new things online. From YouTube videos about math
and science to images created by machine learning programs , the site features new learning content every day of the year.
Available as a group on the Gleam.io platform, this group features over 1,000 courses on all kinds of topics. Whether you're
interested in learning about how to make your first app or how to create a successful blog, the site has plenty for everyone! With
over 60 million members and more than 1 billion course enrollments, this might be the biggest MOOC (massively open online
course) on the web. If you have access to a computer with an internet connection, check it out—it's free! For people who are
looking for more serious content than what they can find on YouTube or elsewhere on the web, This Course is for You has
thousands of lectures available through its website and podcast . Whether you're a student or a teacher of any age, Quizlet.com is
a good place to start for learning any new topic. If you're looking for fun and engaging ways to learn poetry, sci-fi, or anything
else, there are plenty of options available. With over 1 million members and more than 600,000 active users signing on daily,
Skillshare is an excellent supplement to any learning experience. From music crafts to art classes , this online marketplace offers
more than 2 million lessons available for you to download and watch .
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